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Big Data Analytics 

Big data can produce a lot of value, but only if 

you know how to claim it. 

Today, big data is a big deal. 

More than half of 

corporations across the 

globe view big data as an 

opportunity and plan to 

increase their investments in 

big data in the coming 

years.  But big data’s value 

doesn’t always come from 

the collection of information; 

that’s just the starting point. 

The real value of big data 

comes from your ability to 

combine and analyze it – 

no matter how much you 

have, in any number of 

sources – to uncover new 

insights that drive business 

value. Moreover, today’s 

big data analytics solutions 

are making that possible in 

two ways:  

Big data may mean different things to different businesses – whether it’s 

dealing with new types of data, streaming, or consolidating existing data 

that’s too large to fit on traditional systems. But no matter how you define 

big data, the challenge and the goal are the same for every business - 

getting the most value out of it. 

First, by offering out-of-the-box, end-to-end 

solutions for managing your data across a 

broad spectrum of use cases.  

Second, by lowering the barrier to entry with 

user-friendly solutions. 

That’s just what Quantzig provides for your 

business. With this powerful partnership, 

you’ll have the technology you need to 

transform your data into big insights and 

accelerate ROI.  

How does making big data analytics 

accessible to your team drive value? 

• It provides your company with more 

detailed insights into the critical aspects of 

your business to drive better, more 

confident, data-driven decisions. 

• It fosters a culture of curiosity, where 

people are encouraged to experiment with 

ideas and validate them through data 

analysis. 

https://www.quantzig.com/


 

 

   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LATEST INSIGHTS 

  

Big Data Analytics and Its 

Benefits for Your Organization   

Big data analytics allows companies to 

optimize resource consumption, 

streamline processes, and enhance 

customer experience. But other than this, 

what are the benefits that big data 

analytics and other advanced analytics 

hold in store for the organizations?  

 

 

 Big Data Analytics for a 

leading Insurance Company 

In our latest engagement, we helped a 

leading beverage manufacturer identify 

pricing improvement opportunities. 

 

 
 

 READ MORE 

Choose the right environment for big data analytics: 

When it comes to how you access and analyze all of your 

data, there’s no one-size-fits-all approach. Different 

companies have different needs, different use cases, and 

different infrastructure environments. The environment and 

methods you choose will depend on the specific user 

requirements you need to meet, weighed against the various 

tradeoffs you’re willing to accept. 

Make sure you can relate the data – not just collect it: 

Before, your biggest challenge may have been identifying 

and managing the data you needed from a wide range of 

sources. With today’s flexible platforms, that part is easier 

(and more affordable) than ever before. However, as the 

structure of data storage has changed to include on-

premises, private cloud, public cloud, and hybrid cloud 

options, what really matters is whether you can gather and 

integrate all of this data together – no matter where it comes 

from or how it’s formatted – to discover all the possible 

relationships across it. 

Give your entire organization access to big data – while 

keeping it governed: When the idea of big data first 

emerged, its massive potential could be realized only by a 

select few – mostly data scientists and expert analysts. Non-

specialists simply didn’t have the knowledge, tools, or the 

experience required to explore and use data in a meaningful 

way. That’s no longer the case. Now it’s imperative that you 

put big data in the hands of your business users – those 

people who are closest to your business, who know what 

questions to ask, and who inherently understand which data-

driven insights will have the most significant impact.  

Make it easy for users to find the data they need: Business 

managers are increasingly expected to support their 

decision-making process with hard evidence. Unfortunately, 

it can be difficult to find answers within a massive, ever-

growing data repository. To help business users get more ROI 

from big data – you need to make it easy for them to explore 

and discover relevant data sets. 

Drive collaboration to drive innovation: Great discoveries 

are almost inevitably a team effort. Bringing together a range 

of people with a spectrum of perspectives, skill sets, and 

areas of expertise to collaborate around your data greatly 

increases your chances of uncovering something new and 

profound. And that’s not all. When you take steps to enable 

collaboration, you set the stage for faster innovation and 

greater ROI. The faster you get the data into analysis, the 

faster you arrive at insights; the faster you arrive at insights, 

the faster you can get to market. 

Here are five ways you can make a change: 

READ MORE 
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For more 15 years, we have assisted our clients across the globe with end-to-end data management and analytics 

services to leverage their data for prudent decision making. Our firm has worked with 120+ clients, including 55+ 

Fortune 500 companies.  

  

At Quantzig, we firmly believe that the capabilities to harness maximum insights from the influx of continuous 

information around us is what will drive any organization’s competitive readiness and success. Our objective is to 

bring together the best combination of analysts and consultants to complement our clients with a shared need to 

discover and build those capabilities and drive continuous business excellence. 

 

 

 

Success Story  
 

Big data analytics engagement for a leading 

insurance company … 

About Quantzig 

CONTACT US 

Benefits offered: 

Helped the client gain a 

comprehensive 

understanding of the 

customers, their behavior 

patterns, and needs.  

 

 

Insights offered: 

The solution offered 

helped the client enhance 

customer experience and 

devise robust risk 

management strategies. 

Challenge: 

The client wanted to devise 

a robust sales strategy to 

improve product sales and 

further improve customer 

experience. 
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